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Thank you for downloading this free ebook.  Inside, you will learn some of the 

major pitfalls that ever writer would face and how to avoid them.  And you will 

learn some of the best strategies you can use to grow your online writing business 

and best of all you will discover where to find some of the best & highest paid 

online writing opportunities on the internet.  
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3 Tips on Becoming A Freelance Writer 

 

So you want to be a writer. Excellent. Writing for pay is an ideal lifestyle for 

many. However, it’s not the right choice for everyone. Here’s how to know if 

writing for pay is right for you. 

 

#1 Do you enjoy writing?  

 

If you answered, “Yes” with a shrug of your shoulders or “sure” then take a 

minute and pause. When you write for pay you’re going to be writing. All day. 

Every day. To write for pay and embrace it as your career writing needs to be 

your passion. You need to actually enjoy the process of writing, and rewriting. 

 

If you answered with a “YES!” then you’re good to go!  

 

#2 Are you self motivated? 

 

Your clients will have deadlines and expectations. If you’re not able to get up 

each morning, sit down at your computer and write, it’s not going to work. 

However, if you’re able to tackle your writing projects, write well and deliver 

them on time then you’re ready to write for pay. Take a look at your habits right 

now. Are you motivated? Do you approach projects with energy? Or do you 

procrastinate?  

 

#3 Can you manage your time well? 

 

Here’s something many people don’t think about. If you get a $1000 project and it 

takes you fifty hours to complete it that’s $20/hour. However, if it takes you ten 
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hours to complete it, that’s $100/hour. How can the same project take 10 or 50 

hours? Focus. Time management.  

 

If you’re checking email, surfing the web and chatting on Facebook in between 

pages it very well could take you 50 hours to finish that project. However, if 

you’re completely focused on writing it’ll take you much less time.  

 

#4 How are your cash management skills? 

 

Writing for pay is interesting. Sometimes you have a ton of work and everyone 

pays on time. Other times it can get slow. People may pay slowly. If you spend 

money as quickly as you make it, those slow times can be really stressful.  

On the other hand, if you manage your money well then those slow times can be 

enjoyed. You can use them to build your business. To network. To work on 

personal projects. And you won’t have to worry about your next paycheck or the 

bills stacking up on your desk. 

 

#5 Are you a good communicator? 

 

One of the most important elements of writing for pay is to be able to hear what 

your client wants. This means good listening skills. It also means knowing what 

questions to ask. Good communication is essential for success. The good news is 

that you can set up your business to support your communication skills. If you 

communicate better in writing than on the phone consider an email system for 

communicating with clients.  

 

So how did you do? Were you able to navigate these five questions with 

confidence? If you were, great! You’ll do well as a writer. If you hesitated with 
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some of these questions don’t give up. Simply take some time to assess why and 

create a plan to overcome these challenges. You can do it!  
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6 Tips On Getting Started As a Freelance Writer 

 

Are you interested in becoming a paid writer? Do you enjoy writing? There are a 

number of opportunities for writers. It’s a lifestyle that offers many freedoms and 

joys. The good news is that it’s also pretty easy to get started as a paid writer. 

 

Here’s what you need: 

 

 

#1- You need good word processing software. 

 

The majority of your writing clients will want either documents or text files. That 

means you’ll want word processing software that fits those demands. Microsoft 

Word comes standard on many computers. If you don’t have Microsoft Word and 

it’s not in the budget to purchase it you can use open source word processing 

products like Open Office. Text files are easy to create with an application like 

Notepad.  

 

Additionally, you can create documents with a Google account and share them 

with your clients if they have Google accounts too. 

 

#2- You need to have knowledge about your chosen writing 

specialty 

 

You want to have a solid understanding of two things. The first is the basics about 

your chosen writing formats. For example, if you specialize in writing blog posts 

then you need to know how blog writing differs from other types of writing. If 
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you specialize in sales copy then you need to know how to write a good sales 

page. 

 

You also want to be informed about your chosen niche. For example, if you write 

for the health industry then you need to have a basic knowledge about health 

related topics. You want to be comfortable writing about them.  

 

#3- You need marketing and a website.  

 

Instead of always knocking on doors, you want clients to come to you. This 

means you’re going to want to market your services. There are many marketing 

tactics to choose from. Publishing content is a good way to gain credibility and 

authority. It’s also a good way to demonstrate your writing ability.  

 

Consider also using social networking, blogging, partnerships, and advertising to 

market your business. In this day and age a writer must have a website. Your 

website is the place where potential customers can learn more about you. It’s 

where they can have their questions answered. And it’s where they can review 

your samples and your writing style. 

 

#4 -You need to have a positive mindset.  

 

Writing for pay is a great lifestyle. However, like any business it has its ups and 

downs. In order to persevere, a positive mindset is a must. Your enthusiasm and 

positive attitude will help you connect with clients. It’ll help you stay positive and 

focused. It’ll help you succeed. 
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Getting started as a paid writer doesn’t require much. In addition to these four 

starters, take the time to create a business plan. Write down your goals and how 

you’re going to achieve them. Your business plan will help you stay on track to 

achieve your writing business goals and dreams. 
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9 Reasons Why People Want Writing for Pay 

Opportunities 

 

There are a number of truly outstanding benefits for freelance writers.  If you are 

serious about becoming a full time freelance writer, you can definitely enjoy these 

benefits to the fullest 

 

You Set the Rules 

 

When you write for pay, you’re the boss. You choose when it makes the most 

sense to work. If you’re a morning person then you work in the morning. If you 

are a night owl then you work at night. If you’re a stay at home parent you can 

work around your children’s needs. In short, you’re the boss. When you write for 

pay you decide when you work. You also decide how much you work. And you 

can choose the clients you work with. 

 

Income 

 

Writing for pay is a wonderful income opportunity. You can write for pay part 

time to earn additional income. You can also choose to write full time. Whatever 

your needs and goals are, you can create your business to fit them. 

 

There are also a variety of writing opportunities. Some of these opportunities pay 

very well. For example, there is a high demand for business to business 

copywriters. You can earn thousands of dollars per project.  
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Topics 

 

As a writer you can specialize in a niche topic. Generally, people choose niches 

that fit their personality, interests, or knowledge. For example, if you have a 

background in sales then you might write for that industry. If you have knowledge 

about pet care or health then you may choose clients and projects in that industry.  

 

As a writer you have the unique ability to make money writing about topics that 

interest and excite you. Many other business models don’t offer this ability to 

profit from your passion. 

 

Demand  

 

There’s a lot of demand for writers. Whether you’re interested in working 

freelance, contract, or you want a full time job there are opportunities. This means 

you can pick and choose which opportunities you’re interested in pursuing. Visit 

any freelance job board and you’ll see an abundance of opportunities. 

 

Freedom 

 

You can write from anywhere. Do you love the beach? You can write from your 

chaise while the ocean laps at the white sand. Do you enjoy the city? You can 

write from a coffee shop downtown. If you enjoy the comfort of your own home 

then you can write from your office or kitchen table. As long as you have your 

laptop and an internet connection you’re ready to write. 
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